
A GUIDE

Supervisors and External Auditors: 
Building a Constructive Relationship



1. Introduce the Guide

2. Review:

i. the insights drawn from the World Bank CFRR 

report; 

ii. Examples of possible actions, good practices 

and regulation.

Objectives of the Session
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Overview of Key Publications
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Basel Committee 
on Banking Supervision

paper on External audit of banks
2014

European 
Insurance and 
Occupational 

Pensions 
Authority

2016

World Bank CFRR 
Survey and Report on 

the relationship 
between auditors and 

supervisors
2015

European Banking 
Authority Guidelines 

communication 
between competent 

authorities and 
auditors

2016



The Guide lists observations and possible actions for 

supervisors illustrated by examples of good 

practices and regulations from supervisory 

authorities in Europe under three categories: 

i. Policy Actions

ii. Capacity Building

iii. Working Practices

About this Guide
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Introduction: an Effective Engagement
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”We currently benefit from a long lasting investment in the relation between supervisors and auditors:”

“We have invested heavily in this communication structure for over 10 years, and we are sure that we
have to keep ‘investing’.” -- Netherlands 5



Guide: Insights
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External audit:



Auditors’ work 
does 

contribute

to effective 
supervision
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External Audit

►Supervisors and external auditors: complementary skills and 
knowledge 

►Financial statements: an important input to supervision (i.e. 
greater confidence in prudential returns through the reconciliation 
with audited FS)

►External auditors may participate in the supervisory process by 
providing reasonable or limited assurance on a range of areas at the 
request of supervisors:

− Internal controls 

− IT systems 

− Risk management 

− Prudential returns

External auditor’s reporting help strengthen supervisory process
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External Audit

Auditors’ work 
does 

contribute

to effective 
supervision

Capacity of Supervisors
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External Audit

Auditors’ work 
does 

contribute

to effective 
supervision

Long-Form Audit Report
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Supervisors 
could engage 

more

effectively with 
external 
auditors
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Channels of Communication

► Regular exchanges of information enable both parties to perform 
their duties more efficiently

► A strong and fruitful relationship depends on the “quality” of 
interaction

“the right discussions 
at the right level and 

at the right time” 
using the most 

appropriate channels 
of communication



Channels of Communication

Supervisors 
could engage 

more

effectively with 
external 
auditors

Timing and frequency of communication
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Channels of Communication

Supervisors 
could engage 

more

effectively with 
external 
auditors

Channels of communication
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There are numerous topics of mutual interest to supervisors and 
auditors, mainly due to their complexity, materiality or subjectivity

Supervisors have little information on audit committees’ activities

External 
auditors could 

contribute 
more

on specific 
areas of 

interest to 
supervisors
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• Topics 
covered under 
IAS 39 or IFRS 
9 standards, 
such as loan 
valuation and 
provisioning 
as well as the 
asset 
valuation are 
important to 
supervisors
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• The 
effectiveness 
of an entity’ 
internal 
control, risk 
management 
and IT 
systems are 
key inputs 
when 
assessing its 
risk profile 
and the going 
concern 
assumption
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n • Compliance 

with 
prudential 
regulations 
and 
consistency of 
financial 
statement’s 
disclosures 
with 
published 
prudential 
information

Topics of Mutual Interest



Topics of Mutual Interest

External 
auditors could 

contribute 
more

on specific 
areas of 

interest to 
supervisors

Audit Planning and Progress
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Topics of Mutual Interest

External 
auditors could 

contribute 
more

on specific 
areas of 

interest to 
supervisors

Accounting Policies
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Supervisors do 
contribute

to enhanced 
audit quality
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Supervisors’ Input to Audits

Supervisors can help improve the quality of financial information in 
different ways: 

− They can provide an environment which supports the 
independence, objectivity and integrity of audit work 

− They can regulate certain conditions regarding the 
appointment and rotation of external auditors, and the 
audit retendering as well as monitoring and sanctioning 
auditors and their work

− They can enhance audit quality by sharing relevant 
information with external auditors



Supervisors’ Input to Audits

Supervisors do 
contribute

to enhanced 
audit quality

Information sharing: supervisors to auditors
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Supervisors’ Input to Audits

Supervisors do 
contribute

to enhanced 
audit quality

Appointments of external auditors
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Other Communication

ACs and AOBs contribute to enhanced audit quality through the 
effective oversight of external auditors’ work and their ability to 
form an opinion on an entity’s financial statements: 

− ACs advise on the appointment of external auditor and 
evaluate the effectiveness of their work 

− AOBs aim to identify failures and weaknesses in an entity’ 
external audits, and to examine the work of external 
auditors, imposing sanctions and/or remedial actions as 
necessary 

Both play a critical role in building an appropriate framework for 
corporate governance and for high-quality external audits

Effective 
communication 
between audit 

/ entity 
supervisors / 

Audit 
Committees 

does improve 
audit quality



Other Communication

Audit Oversight Bodies & Quality Assurance

Effective 
communication 
between audit 

/ entity 
supervisors / 

Audit 
Committees 

does improve 
audit quality
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Other Communication

Effective 
communication 
between audit 

/ entity 
supervisors / 

Audit 
Committees 

does improve 
audit quality

Audit Committees
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THANK YOU!


